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SURROGACY CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC POLICY 
INTRODUCTION
Surrogacy is an arrangement to get the child by the intended parents with the help of a woman
called surrogate, who agrees to carry the child for full term and also relinquish her parental
rights over the child after birth and hand it over to the intended parents. Generally these
arrangements involve a contract between the surrogate mother and the intended parents.
Intended parents who wish to beget the child must first find the female who is voluntarily
ready to be a surrogate and if they get such women they enter in to a contract. Such contract
may be a formal written document or mere understanding between the intended parents and
the surrogate for the payment of money to the surrogate for her services. A surrogate contract
involving payment to the surrogate is considered as commercial surrogacy cont ract, while a
surrogacy contract in which no monetary compensation is given to the surrogate for her
services is considered as an altruistic surrogacy contract. These surrogacy contracts are very
important to determine the right and liabilities of the parties involved in the contracts.
Surrogate Motherhood Agreement usually defines the rights and duties of the intended parents
and surrogate mother. The Contracts may be long and detailed (as in Baby M Case1) or may be
very short and simple (as in Doe v Kelley2).
These Contract are usually provides that surrogate mother would be artificially inseminated 3
carry the resulting foetus to the term, and then relinquish her parental rights to the intended
parents. Many such contracts also require the surrogate to undergo physical and psychological
testing before the artificial insemination takes place. Furthermore, contracts may require the
surrogate to refrain from the use of alcohol, drugs or tobacco during pregnancy. In addition,
some contracts may require an amniocentesis test; if this reveals some defect in the pregnancy,
the natural father and adopting mother may have the contractual right to demand an abortion.
Many contracts forbid the surrogate mother from aborting the foetus unless necessary for the
surrogate's physical well-being. Finally, some surrogate contracts may require paternity testing
after the child is born.4
In exchange for these services, the adoptive parents agree to pay all medical and health -related
expenses associated with the surrogate's pregnancy. Contracts may also provide that the
adoptive parents pay for the living expenses of the surrogate during the period of pregnancy.
Furthermore, the adoptive parents may often pay travelling expenses and insurance premiums
connected with the pregnancy.20 Contracts usually indicate the amount and payment terms of
the fee paid to the surrogate in consideration for her services. 5
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A contract is a voluntarily, deliberate, and legally binding agreement between two or more
competent parties. A contractual relationship is evidenced by an offer, acceptance of the offer,
and a valid (legal and valuable consideration). 6 As per Sir Willium Anson, a Contract is an
agreement enforceable at Law made between two or more persons, by which rights are
acquired by one or more to act or forbearances on the part of other or others. Each party to a
contract acquires rights and duties relative to the rights and duties of the other parties.
However, while all parties may expect a fair benefit for the contract (otherwise court may set
aside it as inequitable), it is not necessary that each party will benefit to an equal extent. 7 The
main objections to surrogacy contracts are that it commodifies women’s reproductive
capacities and also make child as commodity and enforceability of such contracts are also
questionable as it is against the public policy.
Surrogacy Contracts and public Policy
Surrogacy arrangements are subject to very controversial debates as they are challenge to the
concept of family law and it alters the natural process of female reproduction. At one hand as
it is only, accessible and suitable method for the infertile couples ( both medical and social)
and is boon for infertile couple, on the other hand it gives birth to serious legal controversies
about the parenthood, custody of child, enforceability of surrogacy contracts, it’s commercial
use, safety and wellbeing of children born out of such arrangements. These conflicts have at
times erupted in to fierce debate over the legality of surrogacy. Since the controversy over the
legality of surrogacy has been brought to limelight by the leading surrogacy cases all over the
world8 as well as arguments made by legal scholars and commentators, such a discussion is
important in determining how surrogacy should be dealt with by legal systems in different
countries.
Agreements that may harm the public welfare are condemned as contrary to public policy and
are not binding. In 1966 Frumston divide such contract in to five classes, contract which are
legal but whose enforcement is affected by consideration of public policy, contracts to do an
improper act, contract for improper trafficking in action, contracts with an improper tendency
and contract for supply of materials for impropriety. Recently the term public policy described
in the sense of law and economics and divide the cases in to four distinct categories that cast
by nature of the contract at issue ----whether the contract commit an act “definitely against
public policy, to refrain from acts that are further public policy, to commit legal acts that
themselves facilitate acts against public policy and to perform acts with uncertain public policy
effects.9
Both categories of surrogacy contract (altruistic and commercial) are mostly criticized on the
ground of public policy. The term public policy refers to that principle of law which holds that
no subject cannot lawfully do that which has a tendency to be injurious to the public or against
the public good10. Public policy encompasses those principles designed to protect the welfare
of the people. It is well recognised principle of contract law that court may not chose to
enforce a contract if it violated public policy. There are two basic reasons why court w ill not
enforce the surrogacy contract which offends public policy. First by refusing to enforce the
contract, the court hopes to deter the others for making similar contracts. Secondly, the court
does not want to assist the promise by permitting him or her to use the judicial system to
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enforce a contract that violates public policy. 11 Public Policy cannot defined precisely but it
loosely describe protection from that which tends to be injurious to the public or contrary to
the public good and which violates any established interest of society. Contracts that may be
unenforceable as contrary to public policy frequently relate to the protection of public welfare,
health and safety to the protection of the person and to the protection of recognised social
institutions.12 Thus public policy is the principle of law, under which freedom of contract or
private dealings are restricted by the law for the good of the public.
An Agreement is unlawful if the court regards it as opposed to public policy. The normal
function of the Courts is to enforce contracts; but consideration of public interest may require
the courts to depart from their primary function and to refuse to enforce the contract. The
Doctrine of Public policy may be summarised thus “Public policy or the policy of the law is an
elusive concept, it has been described as “untrustworthy guide”, “variable quality”, “unruly
horse”, etc; the primary duty of court of law to enforce promise which the parties are made
and to uphold the sanctity of contract which forms the basis of society; but in certain cases
may relieve them from their duty on a rule founded on what is called the public policy; for
want of better words Lord Atkin describes that something done contrary to public policy is a
harmful thing; but the doctrine is extended not only to harmful cases but also to harm full
tendencies; this doctrine of public policy is branch of Common law , and just like any other
branch of common law, it is governed by precedents, the principles had been crystallised
under different heads and though it is permissible for courts to expound and apply them to
different situations, it should only be invoked in clear and in contestable of harm to the public;
though the heads are not closed and though theoretically it may be permissible to evolve a new
head under exceptional circumstances of changing world, it is advisable in the interest of
stability of society not to make any attempt to discover new heads in these days.” 13
The surrogacy contract was held unenforceable as against the public policy in the first
surrogacy case i.e. Baby M case 14 in 1988 and later in 1998 Massachusetts Court held that
surrogacy contracts are unenforceable as against the public policy 15. But after that a liberal
approach was developed and it was held that surrogacy contracts are enforceable and not
contrary to public policy. In a recent case (2015) In re Baby S. Appeal of S.S. 16 (Shely
Shephered Case) the Pennesulavia Superior Court held that gestational surrogacy contract is
valid and enforceable contract. In the fact of case the intended mother appealed the trial court
arguing that surrogacy contract is against the public policy. The Court held that “standard of
deciding a case on strict public policy ground is unquestionably high”. ‘it is only when t he
given policy is so obviously for or against the public health, safety, morals, or welfare, that
there is virtual unanimity of opinion in regard to it, that a court may constitute itself the voice
of community in so declaring that the contract is against the public policy”. Before that in
2013 Wisconsin Supreme Court 17 held with majority that public policy supports the
enforcement of surrogacy contact. It was further held that “enforcement of surrogacy
agreements promotes stability and permanence in the family relationship because it allows the
intended parents to plan for the arrival of their child, reinforces the expectations of all parties
to the agreement and reduces contentious litigation that could drag on for the first several
years of the child’s life”.
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Such justifications to the enforcement of surrogacy contract is because that every individual
has a right to contract freely with another and this right is recognised under the principle of
freedom of contract which is directly related to personal autonomy of an individual. Freedom
of contract is an important liberty that recognises the importance of allowing individuals to
reliably order their own affairs. 18
Though the Chief Justice Shirley Abrahamson in his Concurring opinion in Baby FTR case
points out numerous public policy issues regarding the validity of surrogacy agreements
including
“Must the agreement be in writing, should compensated agreement be allowed and what are
limits on compensation, should the availability of surrogacy is limited be limited to married
couples or to infertile intended parents, should the age of any party be limited, should a
spouse be required either to consent or to be made party to the contract, must each individual
involved must be represented with the counsel; should State require that information about
each individual’s legal rights provided, what provisions are valid regarding who make
decisions about health care and termination of pregnancy; how and when may the agreement
be terminated, and must any party to the agreement be given opportunity to change his or her
mind before and after the birth of the child”.
Here important issue is that when Courts justifying surrogacy contracts as not opposed to public
policy they are relying on the public policy of the ‘best interest of the child’. For example in Baby
SS case intended mother refused (who was not the genetic mother) to comply the conditions of
the surrogacy contract, even refused to support the surrogate mother to bear the financial burden
of the child care and bearing on account of her divorce with the intended father Upon trial
surrogacy contract was held valid and she was liable to bear the terms of the contract. Against that
decision she appealed and contended in the Court that such contracts are against public policy.
The Court held that only in clearest of clear cases court held any contract void against public
policy. But in this case child is in this world because of the Shelly and Shepherded agreement
(intended parents) and their clearly stated intention to become parents bind them with the terms
of the contract they enter. Thus the Court protects the best interest of the child as a public policy.
Similarly in the Baby FTR case Paternity Agreement was held valid, enforceable and is not against
the public policy because its enforcement is in consistent with the other provisions of the state’s
statutes concerning children and family, especially a statute providing “instability and
impermanence in family relationship are contrary to the welfare of children”. Again Wisconsin
Higher Court relied on the public policy of ‘best interest of child’.
About twenty five years before(1988) in the first surrogacy case the New Jersy Supreme Court 19
held surrogacy contract void and unenforceable as contrary the public policy of best interest of
child because there is public policy of keeping children with both of their natural parents.
Thus Courts either enforce or reject to enforce (though now only enforce) the surrogacy contracts
relying on the one public policy that is ‘welfare and best interest of the child’. True and it is
justified that the sole purpose of the surrogacy contracts is the “parenthood” and child has
paramount interest in parenthood.
On the other side when we argue that surrogacy Contracts are against the public policy we are
concerned with the public policy of ‘respect to the women dignity’ and ‘use of her reproductive
capacity’. This issue arises in the case of commercial surrogacy. From the past decades commercial
surrogacy motherhood has gained notoriety as a method for acquiring children. Commercial
surrogacy substitutes market norms for some of the norms of parental love. Most importantly, it
requires us to understand parental rights no longer as trusts but as things more like property
rights----that is, right of use and disposal over the things owned. For example in this practice the
18
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natural mother deliberately conceives a child with the intention of giving it up for material
advantage. Her renunciation of parental responsibilities is not done for child’s sake nor for the
sake of fulfilling an interest she shares for the child, but typically for her own sake(and possibly if
altruism for the sake of the intended parents). She and the couple who pay her to give up her
parental rights over her child thus treat her rights as a kind of property rights.20
Further from the Surrogate mothers perspective the application of economic norms to the sphere
of women’s labour violates women’s claim to respect and consideration in following ways, First by
requiring the surrogate mother to repress whatever parental love she feels for the child, theses
form convert women’s labour in to alienated labour, second, by manipulating and denying
legitimacy to the surrogate mothers evolving perspective on her own pregnancy, the norms of the
market degrade her. Third by taking advantage of surrogate mothers non-commercial motivations
without offering anything but what the norms of commerce demand in return, these norms leave
her open to exploitation.21
Surrogacy contracts produce the surrogate women in the circumstances which may be exploitative
because as when she enters in to contract she is not free to develop an autonomous perspective
with her child. She is contractually bound to manipulate her emotions to agree with the interest of
the intended parents. In reference to the freedom of women to enter in to contract in the case of
surrogacy contract it compromises the autonomy of surrogate mother because it uses the norms of
commerce and commands the surrogate mother to manipulate their emotions for others. Thus
surrogacy industry actually undermines the external and external conditions required for the fully
autonomous choice of women.22
All such practice for the compliance of the surrogacy contracts are derogatory to the dignity of
women, protection of which is the prior duty all systems.
As it is held that “public policy is a very unruly horse, and when once you get astride it, you never
know where it will carry you”.23 This is the rule of caution and as said by the Lord Halsbury that
“in any court can invent new head of public policy”. 24 In accordance to that justification surrogacy
contracts are held to be void as contrary to the public policy of ‘protection of dignity of women’.
For example The New York the Task Force Life and Law released a report entitled Surrogate
Parenting: Analysis and Recommendations for Public Policy in 1988.The Task Force unanimously
recommended that public policy should prohibit commercial surrogate parenting. The members
concluded that the practice could not be distinguished from the sale of children and that it placed
children at significant risk of harm. They also agreed that surrogacy undermines the dignity of
women, children, and human reproduction. The Task Force rejected the notion that rights as
fundamental as the right of a parent to a relationship with his or her child should be bought and
sold or waived irrevocably in advance of the child's birth. Legislation based on the Task Force's
proposal was enacted and named New York Domestic Relations Laws. The legislation embraces
existing family law principles, rather than contract law, as the touchstone for public policy on
surrogate parenting. As recommended by the Task Force, the law declares surrogacy contracts
void in New York, and bans the payment of fees to women who serve as surrogates and to
individuals who act as brokers for the arrangements. The law does not bar surrogate arrangements
that are voluntary and non-commercial; consistent with existing New York adoption law, a woman
can voluntarily relinquish her child after birth. Under the legislation, the intended parents can
20
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reimburse the birth mother for reasonable medical expenses arising from pregnancy and
childbirth, but cannot pay her for relinquishing the child. 25The New York law holds that
commercial surrogacy contract contravene public policy and provide for civil liberties penalties for
those who participate or facilitate in commercial surrogacy contract in New York. 26 Altruistic
surrogacy contract are not penalized, but neither they are enforceable. Surrogacy parenting
contracts are contrary to public policy of the state and are void and unenforceable. 27
Not only that Thailand Government also enacted a law to ban commercial surrogacy for
foreigners,28after shocking baby gammy case(Australian couple refused to take the child born
through Thai Surrogate after disclosure that he suffering with Dowm syndrome) and a millionaire
Japanese family( A Japanese male found the father of about sixteen children born through
surrogates of Thailand). The policy of Thailand Government was to protect the physical and
emotional torture of surrogate mothers of Thailand where services of surrogates was used as trade.
India is also in the way to bring the policy for protection of dignity of women working as
surrogates in the economic necessities in the country. The Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill 2014 is
pending in the Parliament.
Conclusion
Hence, the protection of dignity of woman who is surrogate and welfare of the child born out of
surrogacy are the public policies upon which surrogacy contracts can be declare unenforceable
and if not, it must at least be regulated up to the extent that the protection of dignity of women
and the welfare of children can be secured all over the world. When freedom to enter in to
contract causing wrong or harmful effect in to life of the parties of the contracts and even on the
future generation of the society(children), there must not any hesitation to declare to such
contract void and unenforceable, or to regulate it in such manner as they must not be
commercially exploited.
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